
Band Christmas Concert
When: Tuesday, December 21st at 12:30pm

Where: Graminia School Gym

Performers must dress in formal attire.

band
Dear Band Students and Parents,

Our Band class has worked very hard since the beginning of school and have

made a lot of progress in their playing skills. We are currently preparing for an

in-person Winter Band Concert on Tuesday, December 21st at 12:30pm.

Performing a band concert is crucial for retaining interest in the band and is a

reward for the students' hard work and progress on their instruments. There is

something special about getting up on the stage with friends, producing music,

sounding good, and getting applause from enthusiastic parents and loved ones!

● Tickets will be issued the week of December 13th. Please see the reverse

for details on visitor and vaccination protocols.

● Performers must change into formal attire before the performance. If they

do not wish to dress formally for the entire day, bring a change of clothes

on Tuesday, December 21st.

● Doors will open for seating at 12:30pm - the performance will begin when

the spectators have all been seated.



Concert Protocols

These concerts will follow the PSD vaccination protocol and PSD visitor protocols - the spectators (+18)
must have the QR code for proof of vaccination or other requirements as outlined in PSD vaccination
protocol, must follow the PSD mask protocol for visitors and must complete the visitor health check list. If
these protocols are not followed, spectators will not be allowed to participate in the event.
To meet those to protocols:

- Each student will be eligible to invite two adult (+18) spectators
- Each class will receive numbered coloured visitor health check lists - 2 per student - these are the

families “tickets.” There will be a Christmas logo and a reminder regarding masking and the
vaccination protocols at the top with the students name.

- The completed visitor checklist “ticket” and the QR code for proof of vaccination or other
requirements as outlined in PSD vaccination protocol, must be presented to enter the building

- All adults must follow PSD mask protocol
- Spectators will enter the school via the North door (tarmac outside the big play structure), through

the multi purpose room, and then into the gym
- The time listed is when the doors will open for seating - the performance will begin when the

spectators have all been seated. Please do not line up early as we need to avoid crowding and
cannot have access around the building blocked as regular school will be occurring.

- The Administration team will be checking the QR codes and collecting the visitor tickets and will
have extra masks for those who may need them upon arrival

- Families will enter through the multi purpose room. There will be no waiting room or space for
families prior to the performance time, please stay in your vehicles until the time listed when the
doors open.

- Seating will be grouped together in twos, with distance between the groupings, and families must
stay seated through the performance

- Non-school aged students can attend with their parents and do not count as part of the ticket
number
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